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ABSTRACT: Vibrational spectroscopy and density functional theory calculations are used to determine the
structures of small gas-phase platinum carbido clusters PtnC+, n = 3−5. The carbon atom is found to prefer
three-coordinate binding sites near the center of the cluster, in contrast to most previously investigated
adatoms on transition metal clusters. The Pt3C unit is particularly stable, and binding of the carbon atom also
leads to signiﬁcant rearrangement of the metal framework when compared to the bare clusters.
SECTION: Spectroscopy, Photochemistry, and Excited States
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technique, to probe the structures of small platinum carbido
clusters (PtnC+, n = 3−5). The experiments were performed at
the Free Electron Laser for Infrared eXperiments (FELIX)14 at
the FOM Institute for Plasma Physics Rijnhuizen in The
Netherlands. The experimental setup and data analysis have
been described in detail previously.15,16 Argon-tagged PtnC+
clusters were generated by laser ablation of a 194Pt target, with
the resulting plasma cooled by a mix of Ar (0.1%) in He. A
trace of CH4 was added from a second valve situated on the
cooled (173 K) thermalization channel. It appears that most of
the PtnC+ we observed was the product of reactions occurring
in the ablation plasma. The total cluster intensity increased by a
factor of 10 when CH4 was added, suggesting that PtC acts as a
nucleation center, promoting further cluster growth.
For all but the simplest systems, structure determination on
the basis of IR spectroscopy requires comparison of the
experimental spectrum with calculated spectra for diﬀerent lowenergy isomers. We used a two-step process to identify low
energy isomers: candidate structures were found by basinhopping Monte Carlo simulation,17 using density functional
theory (DFT) at the BP86/def-SVP18−20 level for the energy
evaluation and local optimization. Our basin hopping program
interfaces with TURBOMOLE,21 which performs the DFT
calculations. These structures were reoptimized at the TPSS/
def2-TZVP level,20,22,23 and their harmonic IR spectra were
calculated. The argon tagging atoms were not included
explicitly in the calculations, as they do not appear to strongly
inﬂuence either the IR spectra in the frequency range we have
investigated or the energetic ordering of the isomers. For the
Pt4CAr+m system, we were able to measure spectra with good
signal-to-noise for m = 1−4 in the region of the intense band at
around 1000 cm−1, and found that the band only shifts by

he interaction and bonding of carbon atoms with
transition metal atoms and surfaces is important in a
number of areas including organometallic chemistry,1 surface
science,2 and gas-phase cluster reactions.3,4 The interaction
with platinum is particularly interesting because of its
applications in heterogeneous catalysis. Signiﬁcant eﬀorts have
been made to develop a microscopic understanding of the
processes occurring in the coking of industrial catalysts5 and
during the formation of graphene.6
Surprisingly, to our knowledge, the local binding geometries
of carbon atoms adsorbed on platinum surfaces at low coverage
are uncharacterized, in part because the formation of wellordered low-coverage carbon layers is challenging.7 By contrast,
the structures formed on single crystal surfaces at high carbon
coverage have been studied extensively for a number of years.8
Additionally, real catalysts typically consist of small, disordered
particles, which may have surface defects, steps and adatoms.
Organometallic Pt−carbido cluster complexes, which could be
useful models for Pt−C interactions, appear to be uncommon,
although mixed metal carbido clusters, e.g., of RunPt, are
known.9 Platinum was thought not to form a stable carbide, but
experiments have recently shown that PtC can be formed in a
rock salt crystal structure at high pressure (85 GPa).10
Calculations suggest that the zinc blende crystal structure
should be favored at low pressure while the rock salt structure
observed in experiments is metastable and favored at high
pressure.11
Gas-phase clusters can provide tractable means to investigate
the interactions of platinum and carbon in a controlled manner.
Structures have been predicted for Pt2C and Pt3C2− by Pyykkö
et al., where they found that the carbon atom should sit in the
center of the Pt atoms.12 These structures are similar to CO2
and the carbonate dianion, CO2−
3 , and they therefore suggested
an “autogenic isolobal” structure of platinum and oxygen.12,13
We have used infrared multiple photon dissociation
(IRMPD) spectroscopy, with the rare-gas messenger atom
© 2013 American Chemical Society
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Figure 1. Comparison of experimental IRMPD spectra of argon-tagged PtnC+ (n = 3−5) and calculated linear absorption spectra of low-energy
isomers. The normal mode of the high frequency band in isomer 3A is also shown. The experimental cross sections are in arbitrary units. The
calculated spectra are broadened with a Gaussian line shape of 20 cm−1 full width at half-maximum.

about +20 cm−1 going from m = 1 to m = 4. We show the
spectra for the clusters with high argon coverage as these
provide the best signal-to-noise ratio, and these species are not
populated by fragmenation of species with higher argon
coverage. Details about our implementation of DFT basin
hopping and Cartesian coordinates of all the structures are
provided in the Supporting Information (SI).
Figure 1 shows the experimental IRMPD spectra for the
argon complexes of PtnC+ (n = 3−5) compared to the spectra
of low-energy isomers of PtnC+ calculated at the TPSS/def2TZVP level of theory. The most notable feature of the IRMPD
spectra is the high frequencies, around 1100 cm−1, at which
bands are observed. This is somewhat higher than the
stretching frequency of the PtC molecule (ωe = 1051.13
cm−1).24 For other metal cluster carbide systems where
vibrational frequencies have been determined, e.g.,
NbnC−1,225,26 or Al3C−,27 the highest fundamental frequencies,
due to the metal−C modes, are around 800 cm−1, suggesting
that the binding of the carbon atom in PtnC+ is signiﬁcantly
diﬀerent.
The low energy structures found in the DFT calculations,
shown in Figure 1, have the carbon atom near the center of the
cluster. The calculated spectra of the lowest-energy isomers are
a good match to the experimental spectra. We have also found
higher energy isomers with the C in bridge and atop positions.
While the highest frequency for the bridge site is too low (ca.
750 cm−1), the atop structures have a band above 1000 cm−1,
which is reasonably close to that observed in the experiment.
However, they have no features in the 500−700 cm−1 range
where we also observe bands.
For Pt3C+ we ﬁnd bands at 269, 623, 1098, and 1219 cm−1.
The best match to experiment is provided by a planar, C2v
symmetry structure (3A) with the carbon atom in the center of
the molecule. A second low-energy structure (3B, 0.03 eV) is
formed by the collapse of bridge bound input structures and
also has the carbon near the center of the cluster. Carbon
bound in an atop site (3C) might also explain the high
frequency mode at 1098 cm−1, but this structure is much higher
in energy (2.35 eV). Neither 3B nor 3C are a good match to
the experiment, as they have no IR active modes in the region
around 600 cm−1. The weak band at 1219 cm−1 is probably a
van der Waals sideband, caused by exciting a combination of

Pt−C and Pt−Ar modes.28,29 The spacing of 121 cm−1 to the
intense band is consistent with the Pt−Ar frequency we
observed in PtnAr+m complexes.30 The high frequency band in
isomer 3A is due to an a1, in plane, motion of the carbon atom
along the symmetry axis of the molecule, which is illustrated by
the arrow in the image of 3A shown in Figure 1.
Pyykkö et al. predicted that the dianion Pt3C2− should be a
D3h symmetric molecule with the carbon atom at the center.
This is qualitatively similar to the structure we identify, and the
diﬀerences in symmetry are probably due to the diﬀerent
charge states. A similar C2v symmetric structure has been
observed31 for neutral CO3 (CO+3 has been studied in much less
detail than the neutral), providing support both for the
assumption that the geometric changes are due to the diﬀerent
charge states and also for the isolobality of Pt and O.
In an eﬀort to explain why such high frequencies are
observed, we have used natural bonding orbital (NBO) analysis
and natural resonance theory (NRT)32 from calculations in
NWChem 5.133 to investigate the bonding in the Pt3C+ cluster.
The most important resonance structures, shown in Figure 2,

Figure 2. Leading conﬁgurations found in the NRT analysis and αspin bonding molecular orbitals of Pt3C+. The orbitals are labeled from
the highest occupied alpha orbital (HOαO).

have three σ-bonds between the carbon atom and the platinum
atoms, one σ-bond between a pair of platinum atoms, and an
additional π-bond between the carbon and one of the platinum
atoms. Each resonance structure has a weight of around 15%,
while another 10 structures, with diﬀerent σ-bond arrangements, contribute at least 3% each. The weights are very
sensitive to the details of the calculation (i.e., symmetry of the
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linear geometry like its neutral counterpart. The largest Eads are
found for Pt2C+ and Pt3C+, both around −8.6 eV, 1 eV more
favorable than for Pt5C+ and between 1.3 and 1.9 eV greater
than for the favored 3-fold face-centered cubic (fcc) sites on the
bulk models.
Table 1 also shows the comparison of the binding energy per
atom, Eb, for pure platinum and platinum carbide clusters with
a ﬁxed total number of atoms, i.e., Pt+n+1 and PtnC+. The pure
platinum clusters have Eb in the range from −1.9 to −3.3 eV
and become stronger bound with increasing cluster size. The
carbides are more strongly bound, by as much as 1.5 eV per
atom for n = 2 with the maximum in |Eb| of 4.11 eV at the same
size. This demonstrates both the enhanced binding in the PtC
systems compared to the pure Pt clusters and the relative
stability of the Pt2C+ and Pt3C+ units. Viñes et al. reported that
relaxation of the platinum lattice was an important contribution
to the binding energies, particularly for the cluster model when
compared to the periodic Pt(111) calculations. In the small
clusters, the binding of carbon also leads to signiﬁcant structural
changes when compared to the bare platinum clusters,30
apparently driven by the formation of the delocalized Pt−C
bonding network.
The structures of small PtnC+ clusters are signiﬁcantly
diﬀerent from those found for nanocarbides of other transition
metals. In the Nb6C− anion, the C atom has been found to
occupy a hollow site.26 In neutral Nb3C, carbon occupies a
bridge site, while larger clusters and higher carbon coverage
favor hollow sites.25,36 Similar changes in binding site are
reported for tantalum clusters, Ta3C and Ta4C, favoring bridge
sites, while higher carbon coverage leads to hollow site
binding.37,38 Al3C has been reported to have a C2v symmetry
Y-shaped structure27 similar to Pt3C+. The presence of the
carbon atom, and its preference for a site in the center of the Pt
clusters, leads to much greater distortion of the metal cluster
than has been observed for other transition metal cluster−
adatom systems. The adsorption of oxygen on Ta clusters leads
to only small distortion of the underlying metal cluster,29 while
in PtnO+m systems, the geometry of the metal cluster is changed
(from 3D to 2D for n = 4,5) but the Pt atoms remain directly
connected.30,39
In conclusion, we have determined the structure of small
platinum carbido clusters, ﬁnding the carbon atom to prefer
sites near the center of the cluster and inducing signiﬁcant
rearrangement of the underlying cluster structure. The apparent
stability of these structures is surprising given the low solubility
of carbon in bulk platinum and the lack of organometallic
compounds with platinum-carbido bonds. Similar structures
might be formed following carbon adsorption on rough
platinum surfaces, and the high relative stability of the Pt2C
and Pt3C units suggests it may be possible to synthesize related
compounds using chemical methods.

wave function, number of states used in the resonance analysis)
but demonstrate a delocalization of the π−bond over the
cluster. Figure 2 also shows the α-spin bonding molecular
orbitals. The delocalization of the π−bond is clearly seen here,
in HOαO-13, while a degree of delocalization is also seen in the
σ-like HOαO-14 and HOαO-16. The other orbitals (not
shown) are localized Pt lone pairs. The Pt−C bond lengths we
ﬁnd, 1.80 Å and 1.85 Å, are also consistent with partial double
bonds: they are slightly longer than would be expected for a
double bond based on the covalent double bond radii of
platinum (1.12 Å) and carbon (0.67 Å).34 The high frequency
of the vibration then appears to be due to the high total bond
order in the cluster rather than one, very stiﬀ, multiple bond.
The lowest-energy structure (4A) we have found for Pt4C+ is
similar to isomer 3A with the extra platinum atom capping one
of the Pt−C−Pt edges. The calculated spectrum of 4A is a good
match to the experiment, matching the features at 308, 671, and
1006 cm−1. The spectra of the other low-energy isomers (4B,
4C) do not compare so well, lacking the intense band at 308
cm−1. The small energy diﬀerence between 4A and 4B suggests
that both could be present in the cluster distribution; it is
possible that we have observed only 4A because it forms
complexes with Ar more eﬃciently.
For Pt5C+ we ﬁnd features centered at 463, 635, and 912
cm−1. Again, the lowest-energy structure (5A) is based on the
structure of 3A, now with a dimer capping one of the Pt−C−Pt
edges. The spectrum of this isomer provides a reasonable match
to the position of the main intense band at 912 cm−1 and can
also explain the very weak feature at 635 cm−1. The calculated
spectra of isomers 5B and 5C are rather similar to that of 5A
which, when combined with the small energy diﬀerences
between the isomers and the width of the main band in the
experiment, means we are unable to determine whether one or
multiple isomers are present in the molecular beam. The weak
band at 463 cm−1 is not well matched by the spectra of any of
the low-energy isomers. The similarity of the experimental
spectrum to those of the smaller sizes suggests that even if we
have not found the lowest-energy structure, it contains a similar
geometric motif.
The bonding between carbon and multiple platinum atoms
results in rather strong interactions compared to most adatoms
on clusters.35 Table 1 shows the calculated binding energies per
atom (Eb) and adsorption energies of carbon (Eads) for diﬀerent
cluster sizes and comparison with the results of Viñes et al. for
carbon adsorption on large clusters and on the Pt(111)
surface.6 For completeness we also include the smallest
carbides, PtC+ and Pt2C+. Pt2C+, shown in the SI, favors a
Table 1. Calculated Binding Energies in PtnC+ Clustersa
n

Eads/eV

Eb (PtnC+)/eV

Eb (Pt+n+1)/eV

1
2
3
4
5
C on Pt79b
C on Pt(111) 1/16 MLb

−4.70
−8.57
−8.59
−6.94
−7.54
−7.33
−6.71

−2.35
−4.11
−4.06
−4.01
−3.99

−1.89
−2.54
−3.28
−3.28
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Details of the DFT basin hopping, the Pt2C+ system, and the
Cartesian coordinates for all of the structures described here.
This material is available free of charge via the Internet at
http://pubs.acs.org.
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The binding energy per atom (Eb) is calculated as (EPtnC+ − EPt+ − (n
− 1)·EPt − EC)/(n + 1). The adsorption energy (Eads) of carbon is
EPtnC+ − (EPt+n + EC). EPt+n is for the isomers and energies determined in
ref 29. bViñes et al. (ref 6).
a
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